The use of mini-implant in pre-prosthetic orthodontic treatment
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RESUMO

O uso de ancoragem esquelética através de mini-implantes tem sido amplamente difundido no tratamento ortodôntico atualmente, destacando terapias com movimentos ortodônticos complexos e necessidade de ancoragem máxima. O objetivo deste artigo é descrever um caso de tratamento ortodôntico com mini-implante, para preparar a reabilitação protética em uma situação clínica de múltiplas perdas dentárias em um paciente adulto. A colagem parcial dos braquetes foi também realizada na maxila, também alinhando e nivelando com arcos de níquel-titânio e aço inoxidável. Posteriormente, um mini-implante com 8 milímetros de comprimento foi inserido para movimentação e retração com o máximo controle da ancoragem no hemi-arco superior direito, juntamente com molas elásticas e mecânicas. A mecânica ortodôntica propôs-se a alcançar um alinhamento e nivelamento satisfatórios dos dentes envolvidos, recuperando espaço para adequada reabilitação protética. O tratamento demonstrou ser muito auto-suficiente, com satisfação do paciente e satisfação do paciente. O uso de mini-implante para auxílio no tratamento ortodôntico mostrou eficácia no caso apresentado. A sua manipulação foi fácil com baixo custo, as diferentes possibilidades de configuração para os vectores de carga e eliminação de perdas de ancoragem em movimentos ortodônticos complexos são feitas algumas características que o mini-implantes uma forte aliado para ortodontista em atividades clínicas diárias.
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ABSTRACT

The use of skeletal anchorage through mini-implants has been widely widespread in orthodontic treatment today, detaching therapies with complex orthodontic movements and need for maximum anchorage. The aim of this article is to describe an orthodontic treatment case report using mini-implant, in order to the preparation for prosthetic rehabilitation in clinical situation of multiple dental losses in an adult patient. Partial bonding of brackets edgewise prescription in maxilla was carried out, also the alignment and leveling with sequence of nickel-titanium and stainless steel arches. Posteriorly, a mini-implant with 8 millimeters length was inserted for movement and retraction with maximum control of anchorage in the right superior region hemi-arch, together with elastics and mechanic springs. Orthodontic mechanics proposed reached satisfactory alignment and leveling of teeth involved, recovering space for an appropriate prosthetic rehabilitation. The treatment demonstrated very acceptable itself, with maintenance of face balance and patient’s satisfaction with the result obtained. The use of mini-implant to help orthodontic treatment showed efficiency in the clinical case presented. Its handling was easy with low cost, the different possibilities of configuration for load vectors and elimination of anchorage losses in complex orthodontic movements are some characteristics which made the mini-implants a strong ally for orthodontist in daily clinical activities.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The growing demand for orthodontic treatment that requires maximum anchorage boosted the development of implant systems which present easy handling and good clinical predictability[1]. Creekmore and Eklund2 were the early authors to propose orthodontic movement through skeletal anchorage using mini-implants (MIs). According to these authors, the system could support loads with enough magnitude and duration for repositioning teeth without causing pain, infection and other pathological changes.

One of the main advantages of MIs is their reduced size, what enables the installation in several regions of the alveolar process, especially in intra-root spaces. The possibility to apply orthodontic loads over the mini-implant (MI) immediately after its installation is another great advantage of this anchorage system, also associating little need for patient’s collaboration during the treatment [1].

MIs are indicated in cases which present need for maximum anchorage with reduced number of teeth and requiring orthodontic movements considered complexes by traditional methods, like in cases of pre-prosthetic treatments in order to adequate the occlusion and the teeth positions to reach better esthetical conditions and functions for the future prosthesis.

This article aims to report the use of MI with the purpose for skeletal anchorage for unilateral distalization of superior canine and pre-molars in an orthodontic treatment with pre-prosthetic purposes.

2. CASE REPORT

Female patient, 27 years old, searched for attendance with main complaint of smile esthetic dissatisfaction due to absence of lateral right superior incisive (agenesis), superior arch medial diastema and dissatisfactory prosthetic crown on the right superior central incisive (Fig. 1).

Extra oral examination showed frontal and lateral normal face, as well as appropriate labial positioning at rest and during the smile. Intra buccal examination showed malocclusion class II in canines, several teeth absences (16, 12, 24, 27, 36, 45 and 46) and appropriate vertical and horizontal trespass. Superior medial line presented deviation to the right (3mm), with teeth mesialization (13 and 14), distalization (tooth 11) and crown mesial inclination (21). Lack of space was also verified for prosthetic rehabilitation in the region of tooth 12, as well as prosthetic crown dissatisfactory and invasion of the biological space in the tooth 11.

Radiographic evaluation and periodontal examination evidenced normal conditions to start the orthodontic movement and the function of temporomandibular articulation was considered normal.

- Treatment proposed

In this clinical case, requirements for pre-prosthetic preparation were restricted to the superior arch. The treatment proposed aimed to recover space for prosthetic rehabilitation on the region of tooth 12, as well as correction of deviation of the superior medial line, performing the distalization on the arch of teeth 13,14 and 15, mesialization of tooth 11 and correction and inclination of 21 one.

Application of conventional techniques for orthodontic anchorage to achieve the objectives proposed could imply anchorage losses, characterized by mesialization of posterior teeth, making impossible an appropriate prosthetic rehabilitation after finishing the orthodontic treatment. Then, the option was the use of skeletal anchorage through MI to reach the expected results, obtaining absolute anchorage, eliminating the disadvantage of anchorage loss by the use of simplified devices and with less time spent, when compared to traditional appliances, such as the transpalatine bar and the Nance button.

- Treatment performed
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Edgewise prescription brackets were bonded in the superior arch of teeth from 15 to 23. The bracket in the tooth 11 was positioned 2mm towards cervical, in order of tooth extrusion and recover the biological space for an appropriate prosthetic rehabilitation. Then, a sequence for alignment and leveling was performed with NiTi arches (.014” and .016”) and CrNi (.018” and .020”) ones.

Following the treatment, a self-piercing type MI was installed, with 8mm length, 2mm transmucosal profile and 1.5mm diameter, mesially inserted to the mesial vestibular root of the right superior second molar (Fig. 2). After MI fixation, periapical radiographic test was carried out to exclude the possibility for molar root damage (Fig. 3). The patient was oriented to perform the hygiene of MI head through daily mouthwash with chlorhexidine gluconate 0.12%, and soft cleaning the region with soft bristles toothbrush.

After 7 days of MI installation, teeth 15 and 14 distalization was started uniting them through elastic chain to the MI, with 250g applied load, characterizing the skeletal anchorage (Fig. 4). To correct the angulation of tooth 21, a twist tie was installed uniting the tooth to the 22 and 23 ones, adjusting the twist tie every visit (Fig. 5). Opened section NiTi spring was positioned between the teeth 13 and 11 in order to provide mesialization of tooth 11 and distalization of 13 one, to the space reached due to the skeletal anchorage (Fig 6).
After obtaining appropriate space for prosthetic rehabilitation of the right superior incisive, a provisory prosthetic crown was installed in this region, initially fixed at the orthodontic arch (Fig. 7), and posteriorly to the appliance removal, fixed on the right superior central incisive with a cantilever (Fig. 8). It provided maintenance of the space reached and achieving an acceptable smile esthetic until the definitive prosthetic rehabilitation. Total time for this orthodontic treatment was 8 months. At its end, the orthodontic appliance was removed, as well as the MI. The last one through simplified clinical surgical procedure and printed a counterclockwise rotational movement at its head.

Orthodontic mechanical purpose reached a satisfactory alignment and leveling of teeth involved, preserving horizontal and vertical trespasses with correction of the superior medium line, closing the medial diastema and recovering the space for complete prosthetic rehabilitation in the right superior lateral incisive. Distalization of superior right canine and first pre molar was reached successfully. The treatment showed being very acceptable, maintaining the facial balance and patient’s satisfaction with the results obtained.

3. Discussão

Nowadays, the use of MIs as anchorage resource has been described in the literature as an important tool for orthodontic treatment[4-6]. The use of MIs present several advantages when compared to traditional osteointegrated implants, like its low cost, easy clinical handling for insertion and removal, and due to its reduced size, the possibility for use in many regions, like between roots, for example[1,4].

This case report was conducted in a clinical situation of multiple teeth losses. As described by several authors[1,7,8], in these cases, which usually involve adult patients, orthodontic treatment is performed in a partial way, and with the aim to preparing for posterior rehabilitation though orthodontic treatment. Using a traditional mechanic for orthodontic anchorage in similar clinical cases is translated into great technical difficult and higher time consumption.

Regarding to the time interval for load applying over the MI after its installation, nowadays it seems a consensus in the literature[9-12] that there is no significant difference in the clinical performance of these devices, when compared to immediate load application right after MI installation, and the late load one. However, in this report, a wait during 7 days was the option chosen for load application over the MI, observing its stability. This choice was based on researches, such that performed by Barbo et al. [13] who oriented do not apply immediate pressure over the MI in order to avoid its instability, and that by Serra et al.[14] which verified in an animal model histological cuts, that immediate load application results in lower MI bone fixation after 12 weeks from its installation.

As described by other authors in their researches[8,5,6], the use of MI in the clinical case presented in this report provided the conclusion of treatment reaching the objectives proposed, in lower time when compared to the time predictability using orthodontic mechanic with traditional anchorage systems.

In this report, there was effective control over the bacterial plaque and peri-implant infection through orientation to the patient to perform daily mouthwash with chlorhexidine gluconate 0.12% concentration, as indicated by other authors[6,13,12], and soft cleaning of the region with soft bristles toothbrush.

4. Conclusões

The use of MI to help pre-prosthetic orthodontic treatment demonstrated efficiency in the clinical case presented. Its clinical handling is easy, including installation and removal stages, as well as the different configuration of load vectors which enable, together the elimination of anchorage loss through complex orthodontic movements, the application of this type of accessory a strong ally for orthodontist in clinical daily activities.
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